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In brief:

Complete insight into your business on one screen

SERCOM CANalytics 

Complete overview
Personalised dashboard
Worldwide approachable via mobile
phone or tablet
Web-based software package
Several functionalities

In today's times, it is very important for the modern entrepreneur that all
aspects and activities within your company are transparent, in order to
be able to make the right decisions quickly.

Sercom Regeltechniek B.V. from Lisse now offers the most complete
overview of the situation within your company, in real-time.

The information generated daily by the process computer takes on a
completely new dimension via the new platform, with the settings and
current measurements being displayed clearly and practically. For
example, a graph of a measurement can be shown in the dashboard.
These graphs can also be viewed on your mobile phone or tablet. The
interactive icons visualise situations that provide a more complete
overview.

In addition, it is possible to integrate software packages from other
suppliers into the SERCOM CANalytics dashboard. This is not only very
useful to get a clear overview, but can also be very important to deal
accurately and timely with, for example, energy storage and
consumption. By knowing exactly when and how much energy should be
used, from which source and at what cost, it is possible to save energy or
even convert it into revenue.

An important aspect of this software is that the dashboard can also be
approached worldwide via mobile phone or tablet. In addition, it can be
used for both process computers equipped with the new CloudVision
processor board and systems that still work with the previous V13
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processor board.

Finally, with SERCOM CANalytics it is possible to make valuable
comparisons with very old stored graph data from the past. This
information can go back very far, even from when the original
SercoVision was installed on the PC, which in some cases is over 20
years ago.

Because the software package is web-based, it is not necessary to install
operating programmes on the PC. To work with this system, registration
with the relevant login details is sufficient. This makes the software
accessible anywhere - if there is an internet connection - such as the
aforementioned mobile phone or tablet.

The functionalities that the dashboard can display include:
Unlimited notifications

Real-time live dashboards
Notifications from SMS, email and WhatsApp
Extensive reports and cost overviews
Expansions
Continuous refreshes of the data
AI triage

Planning for harvesting
Warehouse inventory management
Task management
Automation of supply lines

Business tools
Bookkeeping
Sales and purchasing
HR
Payroll administration
CRM
Report
Maintenance schedules
Task and tracking
Quality control

Support
Remote backups
Managed updates and new features
Dedicated support from our team
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